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Editor-in-Chief

Welcome to Issue 18 of BLISS,
an 'amuse bouche' mini mag
to savor as a delish, weekly
pick-me-up. 

About BLISS? We are not
about diet fads, gym bunnies
or that anti ageing lark. We
leave that to the others ;) We
are, however about fun, fun
and fun. Enough said, my
little noodle! 

It is our commitment here at
BLISS to provide the funniest,
and most delightful content.
And have a jolly good time in
the process! k xo

ABOUT

BLiss 
MINI MAGAZINE

Along with weekly appearances
from Dear Coco, and Lemon, Love,
and, because we LOVE to be
different, this week is a tribute to
CHIC ;). And what we are all about!
Bliss! ;) 

Happy Autumn! X

In this week's issue

www.wanderful.company



SOLO TRAVEL MASTERCLASS™
CREATING A LIFE OF FREEDOM & FABULOUSNESS

coming soon...



SOLO TRAVEL

MASTERCLAS

S.

launching 2023

joy
joy 
joy

Why solo travel...

1.
2.
3.

 
 
Unique! 



email your boss with ‘lips are sealed
Johnno, never saw a thing, expecting a nice
promotion, regards to your wife’!!!  
suggest he buy a years supply of
Starbucks, at least until Mickey gets the f’’k
out of your head! 
 avoid the crumpets!  

Dear Coco, 
I was working late in the office last week. I
thought I was the only one there. As I was
leaving, I walked around the corner to find my
boss, John, up against the coffee machine with
Annabelle, the director of sales. With her face
like Elsa in Frozen, I had no choice but to walk
past and say ‘’I wanted to grab a spiced latte,
but another time, perhaps’’! WTF! I love my
morning coffee and crumpet and now, all I
have is that f’’king image of him in his Mickey
Mouse boxers! Please help? Love you Coco! 
Jenni, Wisconsin

Ciao, my little nougat de sucre, 
Sacre bleu!!! I’ve 3 options.

1.

2.

3.
  
 

XO Coco
advice queen & jolly good egg!

cococures.inc

dear coco
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wanderfully
imagined...

As I rest in my ease, as I find my own flow
There is nothing to do, just allow and let go

The truth will rise up, and souls will feel high
A fool will resist, a dreamer will fly...

#solotravel




